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FASHION ACCESSORIES, JEWELLERY AND BIJOUX: 
CHRISTMAS PROPOSALS FROM THE HOMI 
FASHION&JEWELS EXHIBITION COMMUNITY 
 
Plenty of gift ideas to put under the tree, choosing from sustainable 
creations, handicraft proposals and precious jewellery  

 
Milan, 24 November 2022. HOMI Fashion&Jewels Exhibition is the event 
dedicated to fashion accessories, clothing, and jewellery and it is getting ready 
for Christmas with an exclusive selection of products to put under the tree. 
Product proposals that offer uniqueness, experimentation and research that 
have always accompanied the companies participating at fieramilano (Rho) 
from 17 to 20 February 2023. 
  
Jewellery and bijoux, true holders of emotions in a sparkling format, charm in 
the name of that lively and refined creativity that sets them apart. The same 
does the artistic one offered by Lebole's designer earrings as well as in the 
precious material creations of Palladino Jewels, alongside the more 
sustainable ones, born from the conscious production of Moyo's bracelets and 
necklaces. The perfect 24/7 jewellery by Medusa Gioielli and the wearable 
avant-garde by Quinto Ego Jewels embody the metropolitan future.  
 
Opting for the artisan spirit even at Christmas is a must that ranges from the 
skilful art of Venetian filigree that makes Yvone Christa's creations sparkle to 
the meticulous handmade and rhinestone-rich workmanship of La Griffe all the 
way to the small masterpieces by Romeo Delauris and the sophisticated and 
inimitable creations of Ayala Bar by AIBIJOUX that offer sparkling jewellery in 
limited editions for the end-of-year festivities. 
 
The Christmas story, resplendent with light and craftsmanship, is also 
encapsulated in the fashion accessories designed to celebrate an unforgettable 
moment of full Italian creativity, full of ancient wisdom, workmanship handed 
down over time, and sustainability. Unashamedly Mediterranean are the 
creations by Ammia that offer bags able to aesthetically translate the essence 
of Sicily, Rita Cordini's one-piece bags, created from exclusive fabrics of the 
local tradition and Mandulis' bags where leather combines with textures for a 
strongly evocative result.  
 
Upcycling is the keyword for a Christmas where ethics and aesthetics represent 
the most beautiful decoration, amplified in Tilde&Flor's accessories made from 
discarded wallpaper. Once again, a personalised approach to fashion could not 
be missing, as shown in the jewelled scarves by Ellebj, sartorial details by 
Martina Bavaro's 'flowery' collections and the warm Made in Italy that 
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embraces Nima 1708 's coats, scarves, and hats all the way to a rainbow of 
colours featured in the Neapolitan gloves by L'artigiano del guanto. 
  
Wonders to give and receive as a gift in a preview of what will be the lively edition 
of HOMI Fashion&Jewels Exhibition, scheduled at Fieramilano (Rho), from 17 to 
20 February 2023 that will take place almost simultaneously - from 19 to 22 
February - with MICAM Milano, the International Footwear Exhibition, MIPEL 
International Leather Goods and Fashion Accessory Exhibition, 

TheOneMilano, International Exhibition of Outerwear and Haute-à-porter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOMI Fashion&Jewels Exhibition – 17-20 February 2023- fieramilano (Rho).  
https://www.homifashionjewels.com/ 
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